SignalPush Offers Binary Option Signals From Advanced Analytics Firm Faunus
Analytics
SignalPush, the leading signal dashboard and automated binary option trade copier announced that it is now offering trade
signals from the leading developer of analytical solutions for financial markets, Faunus Analytics.
AUSTIN, TX, February 14, 2013 /24-7PressRelease/ -- Trade signals are available to all SignalPush customers as a
separate strategy, which can be subscribed to using the platforms user-friendly interface. Signals are available for FOREX
currency pairs, worlds leading stock exchange indices and US companies stocks. Analytics is generated at the beggining of
each hour and, as well as all other forecasts from Faunus Analytics, contains the reliability level - a unique level of severity
(power) of a trend. Reliability level allows to filter the flow of market information and manage trade risks effectively.
"Time of trade signals delivery to customers is a very important factor for success in trading. That's why we have
expressed an interest in SignalPush team offer to integrate with our new product. We are sure, that a unique technological
solution, used by SignalPush, will allow traders working with binary options to significantly reduct the time between signal
generation and the moment of placing a trade, bringing the rate to almost the level of trading robots," says Pavel
Bykov, Chief Development Officer of Faunus Analytics.
SignalPush is a cutting-edge technology that connects signal providers and traders in an average of less than 0.25 seconds.
With a near real-time signal dashboard and automated binary option Trade Copier, SignalPush is a simple software
download allowing users to receive a variety of signals from any number of providers. SignalPush supports news alerts,
trade signals, binary direction signals, breakout alerts, pattern alerts and more! The Signal Dashboard eliminates the need
to visit multiple sites or applications and saves the user time by delivering all of their signals to one place. The SignalPush
Trade Copier gives clients a magnitude of control through a variety of options to help personalize their trades and control
their risk. This is the perfect solution for traders that don't have the time to trade on their own and still want to have the
ability to have professional trades placed on their account while they are away. For further information contact us at
info@signalpush.com.
Website: http://www.signalpush.com/
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